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1. Introduction

Lisi’s [1] G2 of color can be represented as a two-dimensional hexagonal close packing lattice as shown in Fig. 1.
Here the basis vectors and colors were arranged identically to Lisi’s, so that the reader may refer to Lisi’s paper for further

mathematical details. The direct lattice is comprised of quarks (qR,qG,qB), anti-quarks ð�qM ; �qC ; �qYÞ, and a color-neutral origin
that may represent leptons ðlW ;

�lWÞ. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) or Strong Color Theory assumes that color charges
based on the Young–Helmholtz colors (Red (R), Green (G), Blue (B)) and their anti-colors (Cyan (C = anti-red), Magenta
(M = anti-green), and Yellow (Y = anti-blue)) must combine charges in such a way as to always add up to stable particles with
the color White (W), i.e. R + G + B = W (a hadron such as a proton or neutron), or C + M + Y = W (an anti-hadron), or R + C = W (a
meson such as the pion), or G + M = W (a meson), or B + Y = W (a meson). The reciprocal lattice is a Fourier Transform of the
direct lattice. If the direct lattice is a hexagonal close packing lattice with 1=

ffiffiffi

3
p

spacing, then the reciprocal lattice is another
hexagonal close packing lattice with unit spacing but rotated 90� relative to the direct lattice. The reciprocal lattice is com-
prised of color-neutral basis gluons (g3,g8) (see the basis vectors in the lower right corner of Fig. 1) and color-charged gluons
(gRC,gRY,gGM,gGY,gBM,gBC). Within the coordinate space of Fig. 1, fermions such as quarks are lattice points, whereas bosons
such as gluons are vectors that allow us to transition from one lattice point (and fundamental fermion) to another lattice point
(and fundamental fermion). Fermions are ‘‘matter” particles that have an intrinsic spin of 1

2 �h (or 3
2 �h) and obey Fermi–Dirac spin

statistics and the Pauli Exclusion Principle that forbids two fermions from having identical quantum numbers and location.
Bosons are ‘‘force-carrying” quanta that have an intrinsic spin of 1⁄ (or 2⁄ or 0⁄) and obey Bose–Einstein spin statistics.

G2 is an Exceptional Lie Algebra with rank two, and order 14. As such, it has 14 different dimensions (in this application,
particles) that can be represented by rank-2 matrices. Table 1 is a review of the particles from Fig. 1 that reflects the sym-
metries of G2:

G2! SUð3Þ þ 3þ �3;
14 ¼ 8gluonsþ 3quarksþ 3antiquarks:

2. Analysis and discussion

2.1. From Lisi’s G2 of color to hypercolour

Hyperflavor concludes that hyperspace is composed of lattices [2]. Hyperflavor-electroweak (HEW) bosons map out a
Face Centered Cubic (FCC) close packing lattice in three dimensions of hyperspace. And the reciprocal lattice is a Body-Cen-
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tered Cubic (BCC) lattice that may represent fermions, and introduces new leptoquark fermions. However, it is easier to pic-
ture two dimensional lattices rather than three, and the two dimensional Hexagonal Close Packing lattice already represents
the Strong Color Force. Therefore, this paper will expand our current understanding of G2 Color into a lattice of hypercolour.‘

If we expand our triangular/hexagonal lattice outwards (from the base hexagon of Fig. 1 into an infinite crystalline lattice)
to form a triangular tessellation, we potentially introduce new colors and types of fermions that we will call hypercolour. The
American spelling, hypercolor, is already used commercially, so this theory will use the British spelling, hypercolour. Fig. 2
represents the first level of expansion for this lattice. Hypercolour is an example of symplectic tiling [3].

The first set of points outward introduces new fermions with color charges of color–anti-color. This is exactly the kind of
color charge that we expect from gluinos. And the position vectors for these new particles ð~gRM ; ~gRY ; ~gGC ; ~gGY ; ~gBC ; ~gBMÞ are at
90� angles to the gluon vectors (gRM,gRY,gGC,gGY,gBC,gBM), as we might expect from a reciprocal lattice (and minimal super-
symmetry). The color-neutral gluinos ð~g3; ~g8Þ reside at the origin along with color-neutral leptons. Although these gluinos
were expected, further expansion of this lattice introduces the possibility of new hypercolour quarks with double color
charge. These hypothesized particles are not shown because QCD is a strongly-confined charge, and large color charges
are not expected to be stable. These new quarks may be Kaluza–Klein quarks with much greater masses than those of
our Supersymmetric particles. Confining our attention to particles below the Kaluza–Klein scale, our direct lattice has 13 lat-
tice points that represent all leptons, quarks and gluinos. Similarly, the reciprocal lattice has 13 points that likewise repre-
sent all gluons, sleptons and squarks.

Collectively, the direct and reciprocal lattices of hypercolour contain 26 lattice points – similar to an E6(�26t). Does this
number 26 correspond to the number of superstring dimensions, or to El Naschie’s fractal 10/�2 = 26 + k and is, therefore,
a transfinite representation of E1? This triangular lattice demonstrates how a hypercolour lattice with a G2 base hexagon
can hypothetically expand out infinitely far and with infinitely different color–anti-color combinations available, thus
encompassing the infinite number of dimensions of El Naschie’s E1 [4].

The concept of hypercolour is not critical to the author’s hyperflavor E12 TOE. However, hypercolour does contain basic
truths about a G2 of Color and Minimal Supersymmetry, and is a useful pedagogical tool for better understanding how sym-
plectic tiling might impact hyperflavor, as we will see in the next Section.

2.2. From Klein’s v(7) to hyperflavor E12

Hyperflavor-electroweak (HEW) is based on an SUð3ÞHF � SUð2ÞT3L
� Uð1ÞY product of Lie algebras [2], which has a rank of

four and represents the tetragonal group of dimension three. At higher energy scales, HEW is the three-dimensional honey-
combing equivalent of a two-dimensional hypercolour tiling – the difference is that HEW requires a face-centered cubic
close packing lattice and an F4 Exceptional Lie Algebra Group. However, HEW collapses first into a minimal left–right sym-
metric SUð2ÞT3R

� SUð2ÞT3L
� Uð1ÞY electroweak, and finally into a rank two (minimum two-dimensional) standard

SUð2ÞT3L
� Uð1ÞY electroweak at low energies.

Table 1
A G2 of color

2D basis 12 roots 2D singlet

g3 qR qG qB �qC �qM �qY lW
g8 gBM gRY gRM gYG gCB gCG

�lW

3g

8g

BMg

MRg

CBg

RYg

GYg

GCg

Gq
Rq

Yq

Mq

Bq

Cq

Fig. 1. A G2 of color.
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What kind of honeycombing or tessellation would best represent this collapsed algebra? Imagine a geodesic-like hemi-
spherical surface collapsing into a two-dimensional tessellated disk. The result might look like Felix Klein’s v(7) modular
curve (see Fig. 3) which can be divided into 336 triangles [5,6]. This curve contains the seven-fold and 12-fold symmetries
of hyperflavor E12. The dual graph, a cubic symmetric F056B, may represent minimal supersymmetry applied to hyperflavor
E12. The hyperbolic nature of this curve implies that we could inflate this two-dimensional disk out into the surface of a
geodesic-like hemisphere by adjusting the lengths of the triangulated edges. If we match the 14-fold axis of this ‘‘northern”
hemisphere up with a mirror-image ‘‘southern” hemisphere and join them at the middle, then our ‘‘equator” requires 14
nearly-dodecagonal (12-sided) objects to complete this nearly spherical surface. This gives a minimum order of
686 = 2 � 336 + 14, which is equal to El Naschie’s sum of one and two Stein spaces [7]. This order of 686 reflects the 14-fold
symmetry of Klein’s v(7) modular curve.

However, if we triangulate these fourteen equatorial dodecagons, then this adds the equivalent of a rank-12 SU(13) Lie
Algebra of order 168 = 14 � 12 = 132 � 1 to the 672 = 2 � 336 roots of a rank-12 E12. This union of
672 + 168 = 840 = 30 � 28 = 292 � 1 now implies a rank-28 SU(29) Lie Algebra. Coincidentally, these particular Lie Algebras
have been important in the author’s previous research [2].

Comparison of Klein’s v(7) modular curve (Fig. 3) and quartic hyperbolic heptagonal tiling [8] (Fig. 4) demonstrates that
this curve has a fundamentally fractal nature: (1) this is a heptagonal example that bears similarities with ‘‘kissing spheres/
circles”, and (2) the number of heptagons in the nth ring is given by 7 times the nth Fibonacci number (1,1,2,3,5,8,13, . . .).
Thus, El Naschie [9] is justified in his affirmation that E1 is transfinite with an order of 685.410 = (26 + k)2.

CGg~

GYg~

3g

8gBMg

MRg

RYg~

RMg~

CBg

BCg~ BMg~

YGg

Gq

Mq

Bq

Cq

( )83
~,~ ggRq

Yq

RYg

GCg

Fig. 2. Hypercolour.

Fig. 3. Klein’s v(7).
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Another possible configuration might be the toroidal product of two v(7) near-circles. Although this geometry is more
complicated, the expectation is that each hole through the torus should reduce the order by at least two. Therefore, a simple
torus with one hole should have a minimum order of 684. This order of 684 reflects the 12-fold symmetry that is implied by
the name E12. Although these three Quasi-Exceptional Lie groups with orders, 686, 685 and 684 seem closely related, their
respective symmetries of 14-fold, transfinite and 12-fold imply that they should have different names, maybe E1(14),
E1(100/�4) and E12, respectively. Perhaps the difference between an order of 686 and 684 represents a Grand Higgs doublet
that breaks the original Quasi-Exceptional E1/E12 TOE symmetry.

3. Conclusion

This demonstrates that even a relatively simple G2 of color ultimately requires El Naschie’s E1 for a full description of the
possible particles and couplings available with hypercolour’s symplectic tiling. We also conclude that Klein’s v(7) modular
curve leads to the possibility that E1/ E12 may have an order of 686, 685 or 684 depending on whether the application
requires a 14-fold, transfinite, or 12-fold symmetry.
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Fig. 4. Klein’s hyperbolic heptagonal tiling.
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